EASI-GRIP®

GARDEN TOOLS
THAT GIVE

“more work for less effort”

Tel: 01376 573476

Email: orders@peta-uk.com

Web: www.peta-uk.com

New Style Easi-Grip® Garden Tools
£14.95 each or
£49.95 set of 4 tools (PGT2-SET)
These high quality, stainless steel Easi-Grip® tools have
a specially angled handle making them supremely comfortable
to use. By keeping your hand and wrist at a natural angle
they eliminate the strains and blisters that can be caused
by conventional style garden tools. These tools have benefited
from a design makeover giving them a more ergonomic shape
and a funkier look.
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For extra support an arm support cuff can be
plugged into the back of the tool allowing you
to use the strength of your forearm too!
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Weeder
Cultivator
Trowel
Fork
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PGT2-W
PGT2-C
PGT2-T
PGT2-F

Avoid straining your
hands by resting your
hands frequently and
change jobs to vary
the action needed.
Stop work before you
get too tired.
RECOMMENDED FOR

Visual Impairment

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Angled Handle

Keeps the hand and wrist at a natural angle
which prevents causing discomfort of the wrist

Non-Slip Grip

Tool does not require such a firm grip and is less
likely to twist in wet or damp conditions

Bright Colours

Easier to find in the garden or shed

Stainless Steel
tool

Tool glides smoothly through soil even when
wet and stops the tool becoming heavy with the
weight of any adhered earth

Option to add
arm support
cuff

Versatility to allow tool to be used as it is or
with extra assistance. Suitable for use in groups
of gardeners with different needs or can be
adapted if user’s strength deteriorates

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

/PetaUKLtd Please LIKE our Facebook page

@PetaUKLtd Please FOLLOW our Tweets
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Easi-Grip® Long Reach Tools
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£29.95 each or £99.95 PRL-SET
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For gardeners working from a seated position
we offer four long reach tools, cultivator, fork,
hoe and trowel, so that you can still
reach ground level. Alternatively
you may find it comfortable to use
these from a standing position.
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These tools have all the benefits of
our ergonomic handles but for optimum
control and comfort we recommend they
are used with our Arm Support Cuff.
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Long Reach Hoe
Long Reach Cultivator
Long Reach Trowel
Long Reach Fork
Arm Support Cuff
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PLR-H
PLR-C
PLR-T
PLR-F
PGT-AS

Hand tools with longer
handles are useful
for light digging and
cultivating the soil.
They are particularly
recommended if you
garden sitting down or
can’t bend easily.

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Angled handle

Keeps the hand and wrist at a natural angle
which prevents causing discomfort of the wrist

Non-slip grip

Tool does not require such a firm grip and is
less likely to twist in wet or damp conditions

Extended shank

Allows a longer reach so wheelchair
gardeners or those with bending difficulties
can reach ground level

Stainless steel
tool

Tool glides smoothly through soil even when
wet and stops the tool becoming heavy with
the weight of any adhered earth

Option to add
arm support cuff

Versatility to allow tool to be used as it is
or with extra assistance. Suitable for use in
groups of gardeners with different needs or
can be adapted if user’s strength deteriorates

RECOMMENDED FOR

Difficulty Bending

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Easi-Grip® Garden Tools Range
Tel: 01376 573476

Email: orders@peta-uk.com

Web: www.peta-uk.com

Easi-Grip® Arm Support Cuff
£5.95 | PGT-AS
This simple Arm Support Cuff can make a world of difference to your
gardening experience. The aluminium rod plugs into the back of any
Easi-Grip® garden tool and allows the gardener to use the strength of
the forearm for all gardening activity, reducing stress on hand and wrist.
Customers are always amazed at what a difference this can make and
can bring accessibility to gardening to a wider group.
When used with our Add-On Handles this can make some two-handed
activities possible using just one hand!

The arm support cuff
slots into the end of the
handle and as well as
giving support, it stops
the tool falling to the
ground if you lose your
grip.

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Plastic molded
cuff

Can be fitted to any Easi-Grip® garden tool
to allow the strength of the forearm to be used.
Takes weight away from the wrist to make
working even easier for those with very weak
hands and wrists

Soft-feel lining

Gives greater comfort and prevents chafing
on the arm

Plug in rod

Means the cuff is interchangeable between
tools. Only one needs to be purchased per user

Attaches securely
to garden tool

Tool will remain with gardener even if grip is
released. Ideal for gardeners with Dementia
as a physical reminder of the task at hand

RECOMMENDED FOR
Visual
Impairment

Weak Grip

One
Handed

Poor Hand
Control
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Easi-Grip® Add-On Handles
£17.95 | PGT-AH (pack of two)
You can have all the benefits of our Easi-Grip® handles without replacing
all your garden tools. By simply attaching our Add-On Handles to your
favourite hand tools you can make them more comfortable to use.
You can use our arm support cuffs with Add-On Handles too.
By using two Add-On Handles set at right angles to each other on a rake
or hoe you can carry out the task without twisting and bending, saving your
back as well as your hands!
But please don’t think Add-On Handles are only for use
in the garden, they have been used on golf trolleys,
oars and many other items around the house!

Raking and sweeping
can be easier if you
use an add-on EasiGrip handle and an
arm support cuff –
particularly if you use
one hand, have a weak
grip or weak wrist.

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Easi-Grip® style
handle

Keeps the hand and wrist at a natural angle
which prevents causing discomfort of the wrist

Two steel “Jubilee”
clips with plastic
wing-spade thumb
screws

Handle can be fitted to any tool with a shaft
diameter of up to 65 mm (2.5”) so that tools
can benefit from the ergonomic angled
handle. Prevents need to replace existing
tools with Easi-Grip® tools.

Can also be
added to long
shafted tools such
as hoes and rakes

Allows a wider working field and prevents
the need for twisting and bending

Socket for plug in
arm support

Allows plug in arm support to also be used.
Enables some tasks to be completed onehanded (eg. sweeping)

RECOMMENDED FOR
Difficulty
Bending

Weak Grip

One
Handed

Poor Hand
Control

Peta [UK] Ltd has also designed a wide range of Easi-Grip® scissors,
nailcare and food preparation aids as illustrated below.
Scissors for Adults and Children with Special Needs
This range includes many self-opening and table top
scissors as well as standard left-handed scissors with
and without adapted handles.

Nailcare
Our Easi-Grip® nailcare set includes a range of nail
cutters, clippers and scissors.

Food Preparation
The ergonomic design of our range of Easi-Grip® kitchen
tools will help people with arthritis or similar conditions to
overcome grip difficulties, thus assisting
their independent living.
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PetaUKLtd
To see many Peta Easi-Grip®
products in action

Our address is:

Call us on:

Email us:

Peta [UK] Ltd.
Charles House
Kelvedon Road
Inworth
Colchester
CO5 9SH
England

01376 573476

orders@peta-uk.com

Fax us:

Order online:

01376 570023

www.peta-uk.com

Peta (UK) Ltd reserve the right to modify its products without notice.
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